Wild South Educational Hikes
Throughout the year, Wild South staff and volunteers lead educational hikes in
the Bankhead National Forest and Sipsey Wilderness.
In 2016, staff and 8 volunteers led 215 participants on 25 hikes.
64 participants were aged 18 or under.
In addition to regular monthly events, special hikes included a homeschool field
trip, an All Abilities hike, an outdoor yoga class,
a University of Montevallo field trip,
and a book club outing.

Wild South Forests for Life Program
The Forests for Life school program raises awareness of how
public lands are connected to Native American heritage.

In 2016, 9 students from
Lawrence County, Alabama
were led by Wild South staff
in observation exercises,
map reading, and exploration
of Native American
rock shelters.

Students learned to use loupes, listened quietly to woodland
sounds, looked for creatures in Borden Creek, discussed
geology, and talked about medicinal qualities of native plants.

Wild South Helping Hands
Wild South’s Helping Hands program mobilizes volunteers
from local communities to accomplish essential conservation
and stewardship work.
In 2016, volunteers collected 75 bags of trash along 7-½ miles
of road on the southern boundary of Sipsey Wilderness. They
maintained 42 miles of trail in the Sipsey, Dugger Mountain,
and Cheaha Wilderness Areas. They pulled invasive privet
plants on several acres along Thompson Creek.
In 2016, 55 volunteers contributed 844 hours in 15 Helping
Hands projects.

Wild South Preserve Rangers
Wild South’s Preserve Rangers initiative is developing
new volunteer programs for Ruffner Mountain and
Turkey Creek Nature Preserves.

In 2016, volunteers contributed over 1000 hours
patrolling and maintaining trails,

Wild South trained 12 additional
volunteer preserve rangers this year.

Wild South Volunteer Wilderness Rangers
Alabama
The Wild South Volunteer Wilderness Ranger program in Alabama
recruits, trains, equips, and supervises a corps of motivated volunteers
who perform wilderness stewardship in all three Alabama wilderness
areas and are capable of accomplishing all the duties of a Forest Service
wilderness ranger except for law enforcement.
In 2016, 20 new volunteers were trained for a total of 50 program
participants. They conducted 62 wilderness patrols and logged 1376
visitor encounters. Volunteers completed 469 hours of training and
contributed 775 hours of service.

Wild South Volunteer Wilderness Rangers
North Carolina
Wild South’s proven success in Alabama
is now being replicated in Linville Gorge
Wilderness in North Carolina.

Volunteers maintained 35 miles of trail, restored an additional
4 miles of damaged trail, removed one ton of trash,
and cleaned up 8 graffiti sites.

In 2016, 108 community volunteers
contributed over 5,400 hours of
service in 124 volunteer events.

Volunteers removed invasive plant species,
naturalized campsites, extinguished
abandoned campfires, assisted visitors,
cleared fallen trees blocking roads, helped
implement campfire ban during drought,
cooperated in smoke spotting operations,
conducted community outreach on wildfire
preparedness, and participated in
wilderness search-and-rescue operations.

Wild South Volunteer Wilderness Rangers
Mississippi
A pilot program now applies Wild South’s
successful Alabama volunteer model to the
Black Creek Wilderness in Mississippi.

In 2016, Wild South staff conducted regular
patrols along 11 miles of trail, educating
wilderness visitors, maintaining trail, and
packing out trash.

23 campsites were naturalized, 1-½ miles of
illegal trail were closed, and 1 illegal bait station
reported. 2 cleanup events were held, with 4
volunteers contributing 44 hours of service.

Wild South Trailhead Education
Wild South provided trained wilderness
education personnel at the popular
Sipsey Recreation Area
trailhead in Alabama.

Personnel engaged all visitors, sharing
information about the National Wilderness
Preservation System, Leave No Trace,
and preserving wilderness character.

Wild South Maps Perimeter of Big Tree Wildfire
Prior to leaf emergence this spring, Wild South staff
and volunteers spent several days in the field mapping
the perimeter of the October 2015 wildfire in the Sipsey
Wilderness. This effort contributed significantly more
detail about the fire's extent than was available from
the USFS perimeter estimate from aircraft.
6 volunteers contributed 84 hours to this project.

Wild South Volunteers Map Linville Gorge Wilderness

Developed smartphone map for
emergency personnel conducting
wilderness rescues.

Produced maps to assist USFS in
preplanning wildfire response in
areas where wilderness borders
private neighborhoods.

Delivered a trail system report to USFS recommending
changes to reduce recreation impact and achieve a
sustainable management plan.

Developed a simplified
wilderness map for USFS to
reduce tourism impact on
wilderness landscape.

Wild South Preserves Southern Appalachian Biodiversity
Feral Swine Survey
Wild South conducted an invasive species survey in
the Sipsey Wilderness of Alabama to help the
Bankhead District address the problem of feral swine.

4 volunteers assisted in the survey,
contributing 41 hours of service.

Wild South Preserves Southern Appalachian Biodiversity
Eastern Hellbender Habitat Enrichment
The Eastern Hellbender is an imperiled, iconic
species in the Southern Appalachian Mountains and
is now threatened by the degradation of water quality
across their range. This year, we deployed 30 artificial
nesting structures to provide safe breeding habitat
to combat the issue of over-sedimentation.

300 meters of streambed treated
9 interns logged 580 hours
1 volunteer contributed 20 hours

Wild South Preserves Southern Appalachian Biodiversity
Big Ivy Biological Inventory
Big Ivy is an area with rich biological
communities and of significant cultural
importance to the local population. In an
effort to gain wilderness protection for
Big Ivy, Wild South inventoried plant and
animal communities.
18 game cameras. 18 rare plant surveys.
Watershed survey of rare salamanders.
5 interns logged 328 hours.
Management plan presented to USFS.

Wild South Preserves Southern Appalachian Biodiversity
Hemlock Woolly Adelgid Survey
The U.S. Forest Service is working in
the Linville Gorge to treat Carolina
Hemlock trees for the Hemlock Woolly
Adelgid (HWA). To begin treatment, it is
necessary to know the severity of HWA
infestation throughout the Gorge to
target treatments effectively. Wild South
conducted surveys for HWA to identify
priority treatment areas.

23 miles of trail surveyed
4 interns logged 144 hours

Wild South Preserves Southern Appalachian Biodiversity
Threatened Plant Species Survey
Heller’s Blazing Star and Mountain
Golden Heather are two federally
threatened wildflower species. Every five
years, the U.S. Forest Service conducts
reviews of their populations to determine
population trends over time. This year,
Wild South was entrusted with the task of
conducting the five-year review of these
two species in the Linville Gorge. This
data will be used to determine the level of
monitoring and management the
populations require in the future.

15 sites surveyed
1,952 Golden Heather clumps inventoried
7.8 acres of heller’s blazing star habitat
identified; 130 individual plants inventoried
1 intern logged 120 hours

Wild South Preserves Southern Appalachian Biodiversity
Herpetological Surveys at Crawley Branch
This year, Wild South assisted the U.S.
Forest Service in surveying for amphibian
and reptile populations in an area set for
active restoration of pine habitats. This
data will allow us to track how restoration
has improved biodiversity in the area. We
also used environmental DNA to detect
the amphibian diversity present in streams
before restoration work.

8 sites surveyed for reptile
and amphibian populations
2 interns logged 120 hours
in the field and laboratory

Wild South Preserves Southern Appalachian Biodiversity
Rare Salamanders in the Hickory Nut Gorge
In 2016, WildSouth contributed laboratory work, field
surveys, natural history studies, habitat surveys,
species descriptions, and outreach in support for
protection of the Hickory Nut Gorge and it’s 3 unique
salamander species.
Hickory Nut Gorge is a center of salamander
diversity in the southern Appalachians, an area
known as a world hotspot for salamander diversity.

15 locations surveyed
6 interns logged 180 hours

Wild South Preserves Southern Appalachian Biodiversity
Monitoring Endangered Bog Turtles
In 2016, one Wild South intern logged 48 hours monitoring a
population of endangered bog turtles in North Carolina.

Wild South Preserves Southern Appalachian Biodiversity
Red Wolf

Wild South is raising public
awareness of the plight of the
red wolf, now almost extinct in
the wild. In 2016, Wild South
held 14 outreach events to
pressure the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service to reinstate the
Red Wolf Recovery Program.

Wild South Cultural Heritage
Cherokee Trails
Wild South has been working in partnership with the
Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians, the Cherokee
Preservation Foundation and the Community
Foundation of Western North Carolina to identify
over 1,000 miles of historic Cherokee trails and
corridors in North Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia,
and South Carolina.
Once trails are identified, forest management
planning must include trail designation and
protection, as required by the National Historic
Preservation Act.

In 2016, a database and online story maps were created
for the Eastern Band Cherokee Indians and general public
including:
● Historical Ecology of the Southern Appalachians
● Cherokee Trails & Towns of Western NC
● Trails Matrix for USFS NC Forest Plan Revision
● Historical Archives Digital Ecological Database
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